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Baldino wins run-off
By Ray Byers

Joe Baldino was elected fresh
man class president in the run-off
election Nov. 3.
The
percentage
points
separating the candidates ran
parallel to the results of the
national election held Nov. 2.

Joe Baldino

Cal. State student is
finalist at Disneyland
Lauri Reinhardt, a 22-year-old
resident of Whittier, was selected
as one of four finalists for the title
of Disneyland's Ambassador to the
World for 1977,
A Disneyland employee since
1973, Reinhardt will be hoping to
get the post when the winner is
announced on Thursday, Nov. 18
during a special ceremony in front
of the Park's Sleeping Beauty
Castle.

Reinhardt was born in Whittier,
California, and graduated from
that city's Sierra High School. She
received her B.A. in psychology
from the University of California,
Riverside this June, and is
currently seeking a Master's
degree from California State
College, San Bernardino.
Reinhardt, who enjoys the
theater, playing volleyball,
swimming and skiing in her spare
time, began her Disneyland career
as a hostess in Sara Lee's Cafe
Orleans. She subsequently became
a Ride Operator
in
the
Tomorrowland area, where she is
now a permanent part-time em
ployee.
In addition to Reinhardt, the
other contestants are: Susan
Donald, 21, of Tustin; Dawn
Parrish, 19, of Huntington Beach;
and Vicki Pender, 20, of Laguna
Beach.
The individual chosen will
succeed
1976
Ambassador
Christina Schendel as the official
hostess for dignitaries visiting the
Park. She will also represent
Disneyland in her travels
throughout the United States and
the world during the coming year.

Lauri Reinhardt

Ensemble plays Basie
The Count Basie sound, straightahead blues.and a funky downhome type piece are all part of the
Jazz Ensemble concert at Cal.
State, San Bernardino Sun
day evening, Nov. 14.
The public is invited to the nocharge program, which begins
with Sammy Nestico's "Fun
Time," at 7:30 p.m. in the Lecture
Hall of the Physical Sciences
building.
Director Louis Ruff, a member
of the Cal State studio music
faculty, says the special quality of
the jazz concert is the big band
sound.
Nestico, a jazz ensemble
favorite, has collaborated ex
tensively with Count Basie, and
four of the evening's pieces —
"Fun Time," "Hay Burner,"
"Switch in Time" and "This
Way" have the Basie style.
Others on the evening's agenda,
as described by Ruff:
"Here's That Rainy Day," in
credibly slow in the Dee Barton

arrangement, a beautiful treat
ment with harmonies that are
closely knit in all sections;
"Dues Blues" by Dominic Spera,
blues with the elements of a shuffle
in it;
"Alone Again (Naturally)" by
Gilbert O'Sullivan, arranged by
Alan
Broadbent,
wh?ch
superimposes a swing feeling on
light rock;
Also Willie Maiden's "A Little
Minor Booze" and "Spinning
Wheel."
The Cal State Jazz Ensemble,
now in its second year, is composed
of students and members of the
community.
Dr. Arthur Moorefield, chairman
of the music department, says:
"The Jazz Ensemble is a
significant and important part of
our curriculum. An excellent
ensemble, it has done a major
program each quarter and par
ticipated in other events around
campus."

Baldino narrowly won the election
with a total of 27 votes^ his op
ponent, Anthony Duncan, receiv^
24.
Voter apathy was apparent when
only 51 freshmen cast ballots out
of 622 that were eligible to vote,
"making that a turnout of 8.5 per
cent.

In that election held Oct. 27 and
28, a total of 88 ballots were cast for
freshman class president, a tonout of 14 percent. At that time
Baldino received 32, Duncan 23 and
Mark Womack 22.
Baldino was not available for
comment on his victory.
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Morris Ridgeway to star in
'Three Men on a Horse'
"Three Men on a Horse,"
heralded as good old^ashioned
family fare, opens at Cal State, San
Bernardino Thursday evening,
Nov. 11.
Other performances of the
Players of the Pear Garden
production are Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 12 and 13 and
Tuesday through Saturday, Nov. 16
through 20, all at 8:15 p.m. in the
Little Theatre.
Dr. William Slout, Cal State
drama professor, will direct the
comedy, the final production in the
series of American plays chosen
for the bicentennial year.
"Three Men on a Horse," typical
of the undemandingly funny en
tertainment of that era, opened in
January 1935 in New York, A
successful 1969 revival was staged
by George Abbott, who was the co
author with John Cecil Holm.
The lively plot revolves around a
young man, played by Morris
Ridgeway of San Bernardino, who
writes greeting cards for a living
and picks winning horses for a
pastime, without actually betting
on them.
Things start to happen when he
meets three down-and-out gam
blers, played by Paul DeMeo and
J.C. Wright of San Bernardino and
John Betcher of Fontana and
begins selecting horses for them.
Other members of the cast are
Allen Evenson of Ferris, Mike
Padilla and Wayne Judson of
Riverside, Cynthia Harper of
Redlands, and Danny Bilson,
Clharles Johnson, Dan Eggleston,
Janice Pierce, Denise Nannestad
and Lucy Chaille of San Ber
nardino.
In charge of costumes is Kathy
Douglas, drama department
lecturer. Sets are by Sandi
Stiglinski of the drama staff. Dr.
Ronald Barnes, Cal State drama
department chairman, will do the
lighting. Keri Grunest, drama
major from Yucca Valley, is stage
manager.
Tickets, $2.50 for general ad
mission and $1.50 for senior
citizens and students with iden
tification, may be obtained from
the Cal State drama office.

From left to right — Morris Ridgeway, Charles Johnson and Danny
Bilson "horsing around."
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Metric class offered

Drivers who object to the 55-mile
speed limit may be happy to learn
that before too long they may
travel briskly along at 88
kilometers per hour.
Those in the metric now are
aware that it's really the same
thing. The uninitiat^ may be
interested in a three-session class,
"America Goes Metric," offered in
Lake Arrowhead starting Nov. 12.
The Cal State, San Bernardino
extension class, a practical
workshop experience in the use of
the metric system, is designed for
everyone.
This includes educators, health
service employees, homemakers,
engineers, students, firemen. In
fact no one is excluded.
Meetings are 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Friday, Nov. 12'
and 9 a.m. to 12
-noon, Saturdays, Nov. 13 and 20 at
Rim of the World High School.

Teachers are beginning to teach
the metric system this fall, with
the centimeter introduced in the
first and second grades.
In
other
areas,
metric
measurements are showing up:
some soft drinks may be bought in
liters, some cars are converting.
New metric cookbooks are out,
Hane says, but adds, "Don't panic.
The measurements we're used to
will be listed also."
In the future, a man who weighs
176 will get on the scales and find
that his weight is 80 (kilograms).
Cost for the one-unit education
course is $22. Registration is at the
first meeting or in advance
through the Office of Continuing
Education at Cal State, San Bernardino.

Dean Hane, the instructor, who
is mathematics coordinator for the
Riverside County Schools, assures
prospective students that they
need not be a mathematician to
take
the
course.
Only
prerequisite, and that's not of
ficial, is third grade arithmetic.
The course will be easy-going, he
promises, with films and actual
measurements of tables, waists,
etc., accompanying the study of
figures.
Speaking of figures, how about
measurements of 92-61-90. (Cen
timeters, that is.)
Leo Doyle at work. See photos on page 4 and story on page 5. Photo by
Barry Dial.

Classifieds

Gl Bill COStS

Old clothes, shoes, h a t s , cooking
utensils, hammers, plyers, and screw
drivers needed for the CSCSB Child
Care Center play house. Leave goods a t
CSCSe Child Care Center a t Kendall
School-

at all time high
Unprecedented use of the
current GI Bill by veterans and
service personnel has resulted in

Student banking problems are different.
Their bankers should be, too.

higher dollar costs during its first
10 years than the combined total of
the two previous GI Bills, the
Veterans Administration revealed
todav.
More than $20 billion has been
paid to 6.6 million trainees since
the current bill was enacted in
1966. Benefits will continue through
1989, but the period for earning new
eligibility will be closed out Dec.
31, 1976, bv recent legislation.
Total cost of the World War II GI
Bill, which ended in 1956, was $14.5
billion. The Korean Conflict Bill
cost $4.5 billion during its 12'^-year
existence.
The GI Bill expenditures of more
than $5 billion for fiscal year 1976
represented 25 percent of the total
VA budget outlay.

That's why Bank of America has Student Representatives close by at offices near major
college campuses in Califomia. They're always students or recent graduates' themselves.
So they know all about student banking problems. And how to solve them.
They know all the ways our College Plan^'' can help you. too. So why not stop by and
talk things over. Our Student Reps can make your banking easier.

Depend on us. More Califomia college students do.

1

At CSU-S^n Bernardino, just ask to see
Helen Berger
Sierra Way-4C)th Branch
130 - 40th Street • 383-6166

BANKOF AMERICA

m

Sank ot Afner«ca NT&SA • MemCe^ FOiC

Increased enrollments and
higher monthly allowances are
chief causes for the greater ex
penditures, a VA spokesman ex
plained. Almost 64 percent of the
eligible Vietnam Era veterans
have received some form of
training under the current GI Bill.
Slightly more than half of the
eligible World War II veterans
enrolled in training while only 43.4
percent of the total eligibles from
the Korean Conflict participated.
Monthly allowances for a single
veteran under the World War II GI
Bill started at $50, eventually
reaching $75. The single veteran
training under the Korean Bill
received $110 monthly. Today's
single veteran, attending school
full time, receives $292 monthly.
The VA expenditures include
$523 million paid during the past 10
years to almost 750,000 active-duty
service members enrolled in GI
Bill training.
College level courses continue to
be the most popular form of
training for veterans and service
personnel. Almost 3.7 million
persons have enrolled in college
courses, compared to a combined
total of 3.4 million under the two
previous programs.

STMDEIITS
Good Food &
BEER
Burgors — Chill
Hoi Dogs — Soups

Pool Tables, Oamas
CHILDREN WELCOME

Bank of America

THE WOODEN MCKEL

19-81-171

Grey Advertising, San Francisco

•42KEM)AUDIL

IBE
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Not tonight dear, I have homework

Saga of a returning woman student
By Mary Martin

(Author's Note: in the following
article I make mention many times
of the Returning Woman Student.
For reasons of brevity, after the
first mention, I use only the
initials, RWS. Sometimes it is
meant to be plural and sometimes
singular. The reader will have to
ju(^e the person number meant by
how it is used in the sentence. It
feels so great to be able to set my
own grammatical rule. Ah ... the
power of the pen!)
Driving home from school one
afternoon not long ago, I tried not
to think about the Spanish test that
was coming; or the dialogue that
had to be memorized; or the fact
that I should be in the language lab
instead of going home; or the
biology test; or the assignment I
had to write for the journalism
class; or horrors, that dark cloud
that is always over me, the term
paper that has to be done.
"Wipe those thoughts out of your
head, Mary. Use these twenty
minutes it takes you to get home to
relax. Relax, ahhhh, yea . . . " I
almost had myself into a hypnotic
trance when I suddenly r«nembered: got to stop by the market;
and that's right, Pam won't be
home from school today so the
house will look just like it did when
I left this morning. Eeegads, that
was certainly a detrancing
thought. Oh, why did 1 have to take
that 8 a.m. class?
I hate to leave the house with
those two boys still there. It is
amazing what ten and twelve-yearolds can do to a house in the one
hour they have between the time I
leave and the time they go to
school. Sure hope they put the dogs
out, and locked the front door, and
closed the garage door, dnd this
was garbage day. Oh, no!
My mind wandered from Spanish
to garbage (no similarity in
tended) and back to school again.
There I go — role playing again.
(Learned that in Sociology 101.) It
is indeed hard to keep the roles
separated. They all just sort of
combine at times and blend into a
collage of movement.
"Well, dummy, why are you
doing this to yourself?" (I talk to
myself quite often.) "You could be
home reading a book that you
picked out yourself, not a textbook
or research material; or you could
be lying by the pool; or giving your
house that much needed overall
cleaning. (I prefer the first two
suggestions.)

I wondered, what did make me
do it? What makes anyone return
to school after such a long ab
sence?
After talking with many
Returning Women Students
(RWS), I found there was no
specific reason. The answers
varied from "because I was
bored" to "I want to make
something of myself."
Most of the women I talked with
were like myself — their children
were in school all day, or in some
cases the children were old enough
to have already left home.
Also, some of the RWS are
divorced or widowed and are
preparing to enter the work force
for the first time. By returning to
school, they hope to improve their
chances in an employment market
that is generally oriented toward
the young.
Otoers are those who have been
married, seemingly all their lives,
and whose every positive action
has been towards their family.
They are the ones who thought
their own education was not im
portant. It was the husband who
would be the breadwinner. It was
he that needed the education. So
she worked and supported the
family while he went to school.
After his graduation, she either
kept working at her job, which by
now was paying fairly good wages
for a woman without an education,
or she quit and started working full
time at being Super Mom.
Either way, she was still
regarded as an extension of her
husband and-or children. The one
comment that I heard more often
than any other in talking with these
RWS was, "I seemed to have no
identity of my own."
Probably the most perspicuous
reply I received was from one
woman who very sensitively told
me, "... one day I was washing
dishes and I came to the realization
that in five years all my children
would be in college or on their own
with their own plans for the future.
My husband has his career which
takes a lot of his time. In five years
I would be forty-four years old. Not
exactly ancient, but what would I
do then? I started seriously
thinking about myself and I
panicked. What would I do? Was
this it for me? Was my future going
to be that of a middle-aged matron
baby-sitting her grandchildren
with maybe a card party or
volunteer work thrown in a couple
of days a week?"

<^NUT STOP

t

18169 CAJON BLVD.
DEVORE
SAN BERNARDINO. CA. 52407

nuts4dates*honey4
DRIEO& GLACE F R U I T S f P U R E FRUIT JUICES

NATURAL FOODS f T R A I L MIXES
DEVORE
EXITS

SAN BONO.
E-Z OFF/ON FREEWAYS 15
'

SHOP HERE FOR THE BEST
OR PAUSE TO REST

Open 7 Doys A Week 9:00 o. m. To 7:00 p.m.

Most of the other replies were
similar in content. Others, like
myself, just sort of fell into it. I
started with just one night class in
a subject that interested me. I had
no particular goal in mind. As I got
into the quarter, however, I found
the class stimulating and I thrived
on the challenge it presented.
After that first quarter, I started
full time and then I found the
challenge not to be so much at
school as at home. Coping with the
responsibilities and demands
made at home and at the same
time meeting the responsibilities
and demands that school presents
takes a lot of fortitude and nerves
of steel. For those who have not
experienced this phenomenon, it
might be hard to believe that a son
can knock out his two permanent
front teeth, a daughter can fall off
a horse and get a knee fracture,
another son get the flu ahd a
husband with mononucleosis can
all happen in the space of one
week, but it does happen. Believe
me.
Of course, there are also the
normal everyday responsibilities
of transporting kids to band
practice, ball practice, dentist
appointments, ad nauseam.
All the work notwithstanding,
probably the hardest problem to
contend with is the guilt associated
with the diminishing time one can
spend with members of her family,
especially after they have become
accustomed to it. It takes awhile
for a family to adjust to the new
circiunstances. They don't un
derstand why she doesn't have the
time to play tennis, or go with them
to the ballgames; or why she can't
go on those weekend trips
anymore; or why she is asking
them to do a lot more work around
the house that she used to do
automatically.
It takes a lot of fortitude for the
family to cope also.
Next to the problems a RWS has
at home, the problems faced in the
classroom with teachers and other
students are really miniscule.
However, they are there.
Teachers, on the whole, do not
care about the age of the student
they teach. Most were rather non
committal when asked how they,
felt about the various ages
students. Some thought that older
students added a lot to the class
because of their experience and
application to their studies.
Some others, however, felt that
in some cases adult students were
more ready to challenge their
statements thus causing them to
lose a degree of control of the class,
especially in those classes that
stressed abstract thinking.
Younger students, particularly
in the last few years, more or less
accept older students as a fact of
life.
The principal problem, if it can
be called a problem, is only with a
few students who think that a RWS
gets her A's "because you're just a
housewife, so you got all kinds of
time to study."
The same misinformation ap
plies on the other side too,
however. Many RWS, especially at
first, feel that they can't compete
with the newly graduated high
school student. They feel they will
have to work "twice" as hard just
to keep even.
Of course, we know that it is not
the age that makes a good or bad
student, but it is whether or not one
is conscientious regarding one's

Margaret Ollerton (above) of Hemet gave this reason for returning to
school: "I taught for awhile, then quit to spend nine years at home. I
came back to do some graduate work simply to examine my other
alternatives."
Mony Park (below) of Victorville said, "I am a wife, mother and excareer service representative for the telephone company, i came back to
school because I didn't want to be a service representative; I want to
teach."

-1(1,

'-i

ciasswork and whether or not one
takes pride in what he-she is doing.
If the RWS has conscientiousness
and pride and a cooperative
family, none of the problems
presented are insurmountable. In
fact, if she really is a competitor,
these little obstacles wiU serve as
her anti-Nemesis, making her
more determined than ever to
succeed. It is as though the RWS is
saying, "Look out world, I've been
held back long enough. You better
make room for me because I'm on
my way. Somebody is going to feel
the impact and it is going to be
resounding!"
As for me, I have to get home and
get a glass nian out to replace the
bedroom window the boys broke
playing football. Sure hope he gets
there before the electrician;
otherwise the electrician is going
to get rather chilly trying to get the
power back in the house. You
wouldn't think putting a little
metal chain in a light socket would
blow out every plug in the house,
would you?

Well, after all that is taken care
of and dinner is over and the kids
are in bed, I'll get the old books out
and start studying for the test.
"What was that you said, dear?"
Hmmmmmmmmm, maybe I'll
put the books away and, like
Scarlett, I'll think about that
tomorrow.

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
per tiour while on
vacation or on weekend."

$3

plus 50^ postage
and handling.

The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W . Palm Beach, FL 33401
©The Morgan Press, 1976
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Instructor Leo Doyle

Art Dept. has something for everyone
Woodworking
Photos by Barry Dial

Printmaking
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library happenings
Sandburg
When people speak of American
^nts, inevitably the name of
braham Lincoln comes up.
other American giant is the
bject of an exhibit in the Library
month. Lincoln's biographer,
Sandburg.
|Poet and songwriter, Sandburg
Jht the grassroots of America
)every heart and home. Just as
"Chicago Poems" gave the
rid a city stripped bare of its
facade, so too did "Corskers" give us the prairie lands
the midwest, its people, their
and dreams.
exhibit includes books by —
about — Sandburg; the
pnal proofs of his "Abraham
coin," and a rare item, indeed,
1 album of records of Sandburg
pging songs he wrote, acnpanying himself on his guitar.
[The beloved giant ran true to
in this exhibit. The glass
play cases on the first floor
rerflowed
with
Sandburg
emorabilia.
A
continuing
l^tographic display is mounted
[in the first floor wall. Note pararly the photo of Sandburg in
[jlieer exhilaration - lifting a chair
[bigh above his head.
The bulk of this Sandburg
collection was provided by

California State University,
Northridge. The display will
remain up during November.

Classic film

The Library's classic film of
fering this week is "Philadelphia
Story." It will be shown at 1 p.m.
today in the Listening Facility on
the fourth floor, and again
tomorrow at 10 a.m.
This 1940 blockbuster comedy
stars Katherine Hepburn, James
Stewart and Gary Grant. Stewart
won an Oscar for his portrayal of
the newsmagazine reporter;
Hepburn won the coveted cover of
LIFE Magainze, and Grant, who
turned in his usual superb per
formance, had to settle for a scene
in which he gleefully knocked
Stewart out.
Thirty-six years ago things were
somewhat different. The country
was on the brink of World War II,
just beginning to pull itself out of a
crippling depression, and humor
was sparse. "Philadelphia Story"
offered a welcome release to the
blahs of the day.
So catch the elevator to the
fourth floor and see a little history
being made.
And remember, the Library has
listed its ban on food and drink for
film attendees. Brown bag it and
enjoy.

You could plan a trip.

get help finding a job.

see a movie,

1

get fast answers.

listen to music.

look at exhibits.

educate your green thumb.

play a game.

stay in shape.

AT THE LIBRARY? At the library
Come s e e what's new besides books.

'Blue Moves'
a winner at last
By Kerry Kugelman

Woodturning displayed
By Cheryl Brown

Leo Doyle, associate professor of
art at Cal State, will be showing
his work in woodturning at the Cal
State Art Gallery starting Friday,
Nov. 12 and running through Dec.
9. Woodturning is the oldest
method of working wood. Doyle
has created a new, innovative
approach to this method which
emphasizes design rather than
technique.
Among of the items to be shown
will be a lamp, a chess set, tables,
a free-standing mirror, and
various types of containers such as
jewelry
boxes.
Traditional
methods, those started in England,
emphasized technique rather than
design. Doyle emphasizes that in
his work, "most effort goes into the
design, with less emphasis being
placed on technique."
Doyle is currently writing a book
tentatively
entitled,
"The
Amateurs Guide to Professional
Woodturning," which incorporates
his ideas about teaching design to
the beginning student of wood-

turning in a short period of time.
The exhibit will include pieces
from Doyle's private collection of
show pieces, and new items that
have yet to be shown. Doyle has
shown his work at California
Design and other art exhibits. In
his fifth year of instruction at Cal
State, Doyle is presently teaching
Woodwork, Furniture Design,
Design Studies, and Three
Dimensional Design.
The present exhibition is Doyle's
second show at Cal State's Gallery.
The wood working program at
Cal State started three years ago
with a limited number of students
that were primarily male. The
class had grown in popularity over
the three years, so as to have a
waiting line and about half women
and half men. Doyle also teaches
the Woodturning class through
extension.
Nov. 12th at 8 p.m. will be the
opening of the show at the Gallery,
which is located west of the book
store in the Fine Arts Building. The
show will be open to the public.

After a year with no new releases
("Here and There" can be ignored
as a serious album, since it was
released to finish a contract),
Elton John has come up with
another winner — this time with a
double album entitled "Blue
Moves" — and after hearing the
record, I think it was well worth
the wait.
Touted as an effort by John into
jazz, gospel, and blues, the album
certainly lives up to its billing, but
in a subtle way. Though the
musical styles featured on the
album occasionally become ob
vious, in numbers like "Boogie
Pilgrim,"
"Where's
the
Shoorah?," and "Idol," most of the
album just sounds like ... well, like
flawless
Elton ' John:
arrangements (thank you, Gus
Dudgeon), superb vocals, and
perfect melodies.
It is interesting that with "Blue
Moves," John's second album
made with his new band, he has
permitted, and evidently encourgged, members of the band to
contribute material for use. Hence,
about forty percent of the new
album is a joint effort between
Elton and the band. Even Bernie
Taupin has tried a hand at writing
music, in collaboration with Elton,
on one instrumental, and another
non-vocai track is entirely the
effort of Caleb Quaye.
Besides making the new album
an amateur hoiu* for the band, John
has also managed to use numerous
musicians and vocalists on almost
every song. The backing vocals on
"(^meleon" may sound faintly
reminiscent of the Beach Boys, and
well they should, because Bruce
Johnston both directed and sang in
them. David Crosby and Graham

Nash, the London Symphony Or
chestra, Toni Tenille, the Brecker
Brothers horn section, and the
Rev. James Qeavland's famous
(remember Dodger Stadium last
year?) Cornerstone Institutional
Baptist Community Choir also
make appearances on the album.

Although it is too soon yet to say
whether "Blue Moves" will
become a classic album, in the
tradition of "Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road," it is safe to say that
it's one more step in the right
direction for Elton John, and
judging from past experience, that
should be a very good step indeed.

LET'S SET DOWN AN'

"BOOtlE"

MIWILD SOUTH
AZDHIIE
fwlM
PMEE&CAEDDZa

WILLIAM rosm

Saturday Nov. 13 at 7'OOptu
upstairs at

The Food Tyme Market
on the corner of Yucalpa Blvd. and 4th St. In Yucaipa

S

Admission ®2.50

»000c

EVERYONE WELCOME

AMai"w>o fta'
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Socialism is the answer
By Barbara E. Baird

The most Interesting revelation
of the recent Ford — Carter debate
was the fact that the United States
is now Importing 12 percent of its
oil from Arab countries.
At the thne of the last oil crisis
the U.S. was only importing about 6
per cent of its total oil usage from
the Middle East.
President Nixon started a
program which he said would
make this country oil independent
of the Arab nations by 1980.
That program, which was
nothing more than Tricky Dick
political football, quickly faded.
Now the U.S. is slowly going
down the capitalist road to doom
because the American people will
not discipline themselves enough
to limit their driving and restore
the economy to jM'e-Nixon levels.
America is blowing it in the other
areas just as well. When the vicepresident of this country can flip
the bird at a group of sincere
demonstrators, then I belieN'e this
country needs more than a new
president, it needs a total revision
of its economic and political policy.
I believe socialism is the answer
to the fwoblems in America today.
Socialism is the collective
ownership by all the people- of the
factories, mills, mines, raUroads,
land and all other instruments of
production. Socialism means
production to satisfy human needs,
not as under capitalism, for sale
and profit. Socialism means direct
control and management of the
industries and social services by
the workers through democratic
government based on their
nationwide economic organization.
Under socialism, all authority
will originate from the workers
integrally united in socialist in
dustrial unions. In each workplace,
the rank and file will elect
whatever
committees
or
representatives are needed to
facilitate production. Within each
shop or office division of a plant,
the rank and file will participate
directly in formulatii^ and im
plementing all plans necessary for
efficient operations.
Besides electing all necessary
shop officers, the workers will also
elect representatives to a local and
national council of their industry or
so'vice — and to a caitral congre^
representing all the industries and

services. This all-industrial
congress will plan and coordinate
production in all areas of the
economy.
All persons elected to any post in
the socialist government, from the
lowest to the highest level, will be
directly accountable to the rank
and file. They will be subject to
removal at any time that a
majority of those who elected them
decide it is necessary.
Such a system would make
possible the fullest democracy and
freedom. It would be a society
based on the most primary
freedom — economic freedom.
For individuals, socialism
means an end to economic in
security and exploitation. It means
workers cease to be commodities
bought and sold on the labor
market, and forced to work as
aji^endages to tools owned by
someone else. It means a chance to
develop all individual capacities
and potentials within a freedom
community of free individuals. It
means a chance to develop all
individual capacities and poten
tials within a free community of
free individuals. It means a
classless society that guarantees
full democratic rights for all
workers.
Socialism does not .mean
government of state ownership. It
does not mean a state bureaucracy
as in Russia, with the working
class oppressed by a new
bureaucratic class. It does not
mean a closed party-run system
without democratic rights. It does
not mean "nationalization,'* or
"labor-management boards," or
state capitalism of any kind. It
means a complete end to all
capitalist social relations.
To win the struggle for socialist
freedom requires enormous efforts
of organizational and educational
work. It requires building a
political party of socialism to
contest the power of the capitalist
class on the political field, and to
educate the majority of workers
about the need fda* socialism. It
requires building socialist in
dustrial union organizations to
unite all workers in a classconscious industrial force, and to
prepare them to take, hold, and
operate the tools of production.

KCKC presents
in concert

TUESDAY - NOV. 23
8 P.M.

WILLIE
NELSON
plus DAVID ALLAN COE

SWING AUDITORIUM
San Bernardino
TICKETS:
$7.00 $6.00 $5.00 Orange Show
Ticket Agency

THE JAN 22.1973 AND JULY 1.1976
SUPREME COURT ABORTION
DECISIONS

You are needed in the ranks of
socialists fighting for a better
world, to end poverty, racism,
environmental disaster and to
avert a catastrophic nuclear war.
I urge you to find out more about
the program and work of the
Socialist Labor Party and join in
the struggle to help make the
promise of socialism a reality.

Sports
CDmniittee

Would you like to have better
equipment
available
for
recreational play? Is there
something new that you would like
us to buy for students to use? If so,
and if you would like to have some
input in the revision of our ski
policy, come to the Sports Com
mittee meeting on Thursday, Nov.
11 at 5 p.m. in Room C-219. No
attendance — no complaints.

Why Republicans lose
By Jim Austin

The Republicans got stomped
this last election — again. They
seem to have this penchant for
losing. Even when everything goes
their way, they lose. When they
win, they lose.
Over the last decade people have
been moving to the right. In
dications are that at the very least
voters desire this country to go in
some non-liberal non-left direction
as was demonstrated in the 1968
and 1972 presidential election. This
great opportunity was handed to
the Republican party on a silver
platter, and they botched it. They
literally spurned the chance to turn
this rightward
trend into
Congressional control or voter
registration gains.
The people would not have voted
for a Republican president unless
they wanted some significant
change from past policies. But
what they got was more of the
same — with Watergate tossed in.
There are all kinds of reasons
why Republicans are chronic
losers. One of the reasons is the
infestation of political hacks
throughout the party organization
and campaign staffs of Republican
candidates. People
usually
visualize a hack as some fat middle
aged, cigar-smoking man wearing
a derby, which in the case of the
Democratic party may well be
true.
In the Republican Party, the
hacks are young, well-dressed,
urbane. They're the ones wearing
the ties when no one else is. They
give the impression of having
everything under control, of being
very "practical." Their prac
ticality consists of a cynical,
mercenary, range-of-the-moment
mentality which srinks with horrer
at any necessity of making com
mitments, taking a stand or pur
suing long range goals. They are
out to "win" by whatever means
necessary without any concern for
what they are trying to win or why.
Such considerations are irrelevant.
Throughout the Watergate or
deal, various Republicans kept

A.I.S.T. Low Cost Flight
to Europe, Israel, Japan,
Africa, Australia
(714) $70-1031
465 W. Valencia. No, 1
Fullerton, Gal, 92632

pointing out that those involved
were with the Committee to ReElect the President (CREEP) and
not ail connected with the regular
party organization. This was at
best a historical accident, for
every one of these hacks is a
potential Watergate looking for a
place to happen.
The problems is not that these
clowns are self-seeking, but the
mean, paltry, enormously small
nature of the goals they seek for
themselves. They seek positions of
leadership and influence only for
the feelings of importance it gives
them; nothing else. The idea of
leading people towards a goal or
actually influence important
events around them,changingtheir
direction, fills them with terror.
I remember many long years
ago attending a northern con
vention of the California College
Republicans which was dominated
by these hacks. They swelled their
number of representatives to the
convention by having the mem
bership rolls of the respective
campus clubs signed by random
individuals, including
Democrats. They then expelled
from that organization the only
clubs which had live warm active
bodies in it. It was no longer a
convention representing a larger
organization. That was the entire
organization. When they broke up,
there was nothing left.
One can remember those fine
bold speeches at their victory
night; how important they must of
felt. They destroyed an entire
organization for the sake of such
feelings. Their counterparts are
now destroying the Republican

Party for the same reasons.
Sometimes they become cat
didates for political office. Othff
times they are part of the com
mittees and staffs of the campaign.
In any event, a great deal of effoH
is made to purge the campaign oC
any signs of substance, intelligence
or direction. They insist of treating
voters as imbeciles and endeavor
to trick them into voting for their
candidate. They try to guage the
voter's mood and they try to come
up with the appropriate words ami
phrases.
(The problem of trying to irti
over dumb voters is that they teal
to select the candidates by randoi
selection, and it is thus totaSf^
unpredictable how they will d
and for what silly asinine re
In the process of wooing ingni
voters they usually turn off
more intelligent voters.)
Thus even as they congra
themselves for their cleve:
and realism, the candidate cim
across as an asshole, a shyster,i
the sort who makes his li^
staging accidents. People fe|
asking each other if they would!
a used car from him.
People keep wondering why#
Republicans keep losing. 11
Democrats aren't exactly frer
such individuals. They've j|
elected one President. (It's ba
the Democrats that's kept the (
alive all these years.)
There are other probl
plaguing the GOP. One of
concern the party faithful:
workers, the ones who are
there stumping the precini
ringing the doorbells, stuffing
envelopes, operating the phones,
(Continued onpsm
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Letters To The Editor

*awPrint comes under attack
Editor:
!lt is unfortunate that I must
Bss you simply as "editor"
lier than by your name,
rever, I carefully searched
Nov. 2, 1976 issue for a
sthead or any sort of listing of
staff members and failed to
that information. I can unstand your reluctance to print
name. If I were the editor of
|gquarter's PawPrint, I wouldn't
nt anyone to know who I was,
Hiis is my fourth quarter at
IB, and I have been an eager
faithful reader of each edition
the PawPrint. It was obvious
year that the PawPrint offered
competition (in terms of variety
quality of content or jourSstic competence) for any other
lege newspaper I have read
ihether junior college, state or
liversity paper) and little
ipetition for the sophomore
itions of most high school
ipapers.
Ibelieved last year that it would
impossible to produce a more
iless or trivial piece of crap,
this quarter's PawPrint has
deved an unequalled low. If
itor Proxmire gave his Golden
!ce Awards to the greatest
iste of student funds, the
iwPrint would have no rivals,
i While it may be commendable
^flatthe PawPrint has attempted to
provide some presentation of
recent political viewpoints, most of
rflje political articles have been
little
more
than
blatant
^giarizations of various canfidates' — or issues' — preprinted
^propaganda material that is
regularly mailed to registered
voters and handed out in shopping
center parking lots.

Whatever one's feelings about
Hayakawa, Dan Clint's Nov. 2
article, "Politics in a Dumpster" is
a pointless, vague, rambling,
quasiphilosophical mishmash
distinguishable only by its lack of
insight and misinterpretation of
the issues. Is there no one at
CSCSB capable of writing an
original, creative, intelligent
political commentary?
If I were a stranger to CSCSB
and reviewed this.and last quar
ter's editions, I would really
wonder if there were more than a
handful of other students attending
CSCSB besides Kommander Korn
and his fan club. I've never met
Korn although his extensive
coverage in the PawPrint makes
me feel as though I've lived next
door to him all my life. But doesn't
anyone else newsworthy (if indeed
so many of Korn's exploits have
been newsworthy) attend (^CSB
besides Korn and company? Has
the PawPrint ever bothered to
notice the hundreds of other
students?
The ultimate insult to the
PawPrint's readership has got to
be Dave Fowler's column. Not only
are your readers bored to tears
with his inane shit, you are doing a
serious injustice to Fowler. Instead
of milking this poor, befuddled
creature for his pathetic literary
"efforts," in all fairness you should
return him. to the eighth grade
remedial English composition
class where you must have found
him. (Not only can "Johnny not
read," he can't write either.)
Perhaps .if Fowler spent less time
soaking his brain in beer and more
time studying creative writing, he
might be able to produce
something of merit when he grows
up.

What in hell is going on at the
PawPrint office? Why has the
PawPrint been so consistently
incapable of attracting competent
editors, managers, reporters and
feature writers? What are the pay
rates for your staff and how much
time is expended by the staff to
earn that money (or academic
credit)? Are journalism units the
softest credits on campus? What
criteria (if any) are used in the
selection of staff members? Do you
only require that a feature writer
have a reasonably warm body?
The greatest service you could do
for your readers would be to an
swer these questions and give us
some idea of the operating prin
ciples-(if there are any) that
govern the production of the
PawPrint.

Sydneye Moser-James
Editor's note: It is not the usual
policy for a reply to be placed in
the same issue as a letter or ar
ticle. However, since an answer
was explicitly demanded, one may
well be appropriate.
Concerning the answers to the
questions in the last paragraph:
(L) What's going on are feverish
efforts of individuals already with
overcrowded schedules to get a
paper out week after week. (2). We
(io with what we can get our hands
on. Actually we are quite pleased
with the reliability, literacy (The
previous editor warned of that
problem last year.), general desire
to do a good job and willingness to
improve. Some of their articles
have received favorable com
ments. We do not have a jour
nalism department on this cam
pus, and most of our people are
majoring in non-related fields.

(3.) Pay rates are $100 a month
for editor, $35 per issue for
managing editor and photo editor,
25 cents per column inch for
assigned news or feature articles,
and for photos, $3 for one photo, $4
for two, $4.50 for three and 25 cents
for every additional photo. There's
also a 20 percent commission on
ads solicit and sold. The time
spent depends on whatever is
necessary. (4.) We don't think so.
(5.) None. However those taking
English 372 (Journalism Practicum) must also have taken or be
taking English 370. (6.) Up to now,
yes; though cold-blooded ones will
be considered.
(7.) Our operating principle has
been to take what we can to fill up
space. Now we are having the
unique experience of more articles

Kazoos again?
To arms! To arms! The Kazoos
are coming! That once proud,
indominatable military machine,
the CSCSB Kazoo Band, is in
desperate need of new recruits.
The tanks having been decimated
by a series of tragic events.
The Band performed well during
the assault on Heidi's Hideaway a
fortnight ago, but the pressures of
the Presidential campaign (we
lost, but wait 'til 1980!) and the
light turnout at the Donkey
Basketball game has been the
cause of some concern.
Kommander Korn and his
Kabinet, still reeling from the

^ort, the peons. They believe in
what they consider the Republican
cause and they work their tails off
for it.
Only they get duped year after
year by the party hacks, who
manage to get into leadership
positions, into working against
fteir own cause. The party faithful
are in fact held in contempt by the
hacks. They come up with
speeches "to keep the party
wwkers happy," then come up
with other speeches to appeal to
ftt)er groups.

That this sort of thing has been
going for the last quarter century
indicates that the blame should not
fall entirely on the hacks. Some of
the peons are just plain dumb.
They spout a bunch of "prin
ciples," then support candidates
who flagerently does violence to
them, and this contradiction never
phases these party workers. They
were the ones who backed Richard
Nixon up to the very end and
afterwards, and who still think he
was the greatest President ever.
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There are those who are still
shellshocked from the 1%4 debacle
who have been led by the hacks to
believe that their cause can never
be won by a straightforward ap
proach, but that people must be
manipulated into voting for it. I
was once told that it was just a
matter of getting the man elected
by whatever was necessary, after
he would be free to do the con
servative thing.
The problem is that once elected,
the re-election campaign begins on
Day-1 of the term of office, and
the only politician who is free to
consistantly follow right wing
policies are those whom voters
elected in full knowledge of his
stand.
In any event, those shellshocked
party workers end up supporting
Republican candidates who are not
motivated by any cause whatever.
It's doubtful that much can be
done about the hacks. Ultimately,
people on the right are going to
have to consider sacking the
Republican Party. Once they
should sftWtt leaving, the demise of
the GOP shouldn't take long. A
further declining of the Republican
Party would serve to increase its
attractiveness for political hacks
as they would relish the decreasing
competition within a declining
party. They would fight to destroy
what's left, driving the remaining
decent Republicans out in the
process.

extravagant celebration com
memorating All Hallow's Eve, are
now planning to march on Inland
Center.You are needed, for without
a strong turnout, the Kazoo band is
likely to be drowned out by a real
band.
All recruits should report to the
Kommander on Saturday, Nov. 13
at 12:30 hours (half past noon)
ready to blow until 1500 hours (3
p.m. Remember, ask not what
your Kommander can do for you,
but what you can do for Kazooing!
Enlist at the center of the mall,
near the information booth.

By the time
we're old enough to
have children, we've
been thoroughly sold
on the idea.
By our parents,
our grandparents,
our friends and
neighbors, the media,
eveiyone.
It's hard to
remember we ever
had a choice in the
first place.
But there is a
choice. Havirtg a
child is a tremendous
responsibility and
an important decisioa
ft-obably the most
important decision
we'll ever make.
And once It's
made, it can never
be undone.
Just remember...
you do have a choke.
So think about M.
and do what's right
for you.

Republican losers
(Continued from page 6)

tfian ^ace, so we can hopefully
start being choosy about what goes
in.
While there is much truth in the
charges made by Moser-James,
her
charges
of
"blatant
plagiarizations" are blatantly
false. It is bne that arguments
surrounding political candidates
and issues do tend to get
repetitious after a while, but that
does not constitute plagiarism.
It is apparent that Moser-James
is an intellectual heavy-weight (or
at least medium to heavy), and as
such tends to get impatient with
articles written by and for light
weights. Well, we like heavies and
would like very much to get our
hands on them. Indeed, if our critic
wanders too close to the PawPrint
office, she may get shanghaied and
put to work.

For more Information wrtM:
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Intromurals
educators to strong wins while the
Francois McGinnisless Freshmen
managed only a single victory.
In iho gjine of the week the
Dave Benner and Seakerise (Mr.
Ringers (Misfits i beat the B- Smith) Tuatoo led the Freshmen,
Bombers in three straight.but were not enough to stop Bob
The games were close but Tim "Teach" Blackey's boys.
Oisen's good shooting and Ted
During the game Blackey could
Krug, Richard Benneke and CO's be heard telling Jerod Bates of the
old age proved to be the B- Freshmen something about giving
Bombers demise.
Bates an "F" if he scored.
Only Diane Bloecker's good
Now Bob is that ethical?
looks and ability (?) make a game
Next week's big boys game pits
with the Misfits enjoyable.
J. C. Wright's cabinet against the
I do have some bad news for the Incredibulls with the voluphious
Misfits, however. It seems that Walt Hawkins and Mike "PretBiology Clowns had recruited lyboy" Preston.
welli ?) and are now a team of "A",
The Cabinet looks tough with a
leaguers.
strong offense led by Wayne
The "B" league super bowl will Tarquillary and "Little" A1
bring together the little Ringers, Lariogne, but the Incredibulls'
ihe Misfits, against the big ringers, only problem with them might be
the Biology Clowns.
pronouncing their names.
Next week's game of the week
pits Phydeaux, with the dubious FOOTBALL
Pantiwaist
Ron Henke, the lovely Sandy
Brodoc-k and the very questionable
The lions (Tryers) entered the
Brice Hammerstein against the arena for a Connie's Kids Christian
liusiness majors of the Hookers. dinner.
If John Sines can leave his
But a funny thing happened. The
calculator at home, and gets some Christians went and had the lions
support from John "the Mauler" for lunch in the EBA's 21 to 13
Herrick and Alex "Dribble Butt victory over the Tryers.
A game that saw a rough (can
Drive" Lujan, they should make it
you belive that?) defense led by
a game with Phydeaux.
"A" League
Mia "Or Blood & Huts" Stathis and
This week's game saw the Hot Susan "Timid as King Kong" Hill,
Flashes beat the Freshmen in 2 and a potent offense led by Miles
"Stick to Playing, give up
out of 3 games.
"O.B." O'Brien and Bob "No Refereeing" Bogh and Chuck
Neck" Stein led the nebulous Sanchez (who is an adopted son of
By Jim Given
'^'Person Basketball
"B" League"

Campus Calender
Tuesday, Nov. 9
Christian Life Club meeting, 12 noon, LC-276.
Intramurals: Badminton (co-ed), 3-5 p.m., Gym; Tennis,
Handball, Courts; Golf, Sunset Dunes.
Village Council meeting, 5 p.m., C-219.
Executive Cabinet meeting, 7 p.m., SS-171.
Wednesday, Nov. 10
LDSSA meeting, 9 a.m., C-219.
Symphony Board meeting, 12 noon, C-219.
BSU meeting, 1 p.m., LC-204.
international Club meeting 3 p.m., C-219.
Psychology Colloquium, 4 p.m., LC-500 (s).
Intramurals: Basketball, "B" and "A", Golf, Sunset
Dunes.
Thursday, Nov. 11
Bluegrass Band Concert, "The New Lost Wrightwood
Wramblers," 11:30, C-104 (outside).
MEChA Club meeting, 12 noon, LC-276.
CSEA Faculty Group meeting, 12 noon, C-219.
General information meeting for psychology seniors,
3 p.m., BI-101.
ASB Sports Committee meeting, 5 p.m., C-219.
Woodpushers Anonymous, 7 p.m. - midnight; SS-Atrium.
Play: "Three Men on a Horse," 8:15 p.m., Little Theater,
intramurals: Golf, Sunset Dunes.
Friday, Nov. 12
intramurals: Football, Pantiwaist, 2:30 p.m.. Black and
Blue, 4 p.m., Fields; Golf, Sunset Dunes.
Film: "Play Misty for Mo," 6 p.m., 8:30 p.m., PS-10
Play: "Three Men on a Horse," 8:15 p.m., Little Theater.
Saturday, Nov. 13
Inland Journalism Association Workshop, 9 a.m., PS-10
and various LC rooms.
Intramurals: Golf, Sunset Dunes.
Alpha Kappa Psi Initiation, 7 p.m., C-125.
Sunday, Nov. 14
Intramurals: Golf (last day). Sunset Dunes.
Monday, Nov. 15
GSU meeting, 1:30 p.m., LC-277.
Intramurals: Softball (co-ed), 3 p.m.. Fields.

Ben).
The big surprise of this game,
however, was that the Tryers,
probably valid (?), complaints that
Connie's Kids were hitting too
hard.
If Connie's kids hit too rough,
Tryers, you might try Canasta.
ilie second game saw that lovely
new sensation Mike "Brainless'
Shaffer lead a strong Cougar at
tack to a 20 to 13 victory over the
dorm's own, the Grabbers.
"Brainless" passed the ball to
Rusty "Chump" Shoup and Korn,
for touchdowns while their
defense, led by Sandra "Hook 'em
Horns" Carter and Christie "Beep,
beep" Brown didn't really do much
at all.
The only reason the Cougars won
the game is that they were lucky
enough to outscore the dormies.
Diane, take your dormies and go
back to the drawing board.
There is a sad sidenote to this
week's play. It as been brought to
my attention that the Cougar's own
Mike Shaffer and Kommander
Korn, our own presidential and
vice-presidential candidates have
been narrowly brought to defeat by
•some guy from Georgia. It's hard
to believe Korn.
Black and Blue

In the battle of the unbeatens the
Geeks led by Ivan "Chunkey"
Glasco and Ron "Skin & Bones"
Miller beat the Mickey Mouse
Club.
The game saw a great deal of
scoring, mostly by the Geeks.
Joe Baldino scored 8 points,
Gary Stewart scored 12 points,
Ivan Glasco scored 6 points and
Pete Uthes scored a conversion in
their 27 to 19 victory.

The M.M.C. with a predictable
and mostly ineffective offense and
an open door door defense must
look to regroup if they expect to
make it to the super bowl on
December 3rd. They must not
become complacent as they are
definitely the team to beat for the
T-shirts.
The Raiders 39 to 25 victory over
the Headhunters was less than a
defensive struggle.
Also, it was another of the "yell
at the Referees Bowl" as Steve
Buice found himself arguing over
minor things while his team went
down to defeat.
But Steve was not the only
culprit and the reason I mention it
is to remind all of the participants
that our referees are not
professional (we would bitch at
them just as much) and that we
should play the game and not
worry about the officiating.

In the scoring department for
this game Gerod Bates (HH)
scored 18 points and Francois
McGinnis (R) scored 13 points
while John Perry (R) scored 14
points and Steve Hernandez (R)
scored 12 points.
The Headhunters offensive
which was non-existent the first
week has vastly improved as has
the Raiders.
This league which seemed un
balanced two weeks ago now
seems very much to be a 4-team
battle to the superbowl.

AFREEMEAL

This evening I reached into my
pocket for a little dinner money
and guess what I found — nothing.
Do any of you have this same
trouble? If you do, then I have a
sure fire method for you to kill the
"munchies."
At 4 p.m. on either Nov. 17 or 18,
if you run 1.85 miles (and finish)
then you win a free turkey dinner.
Plus, if you're a track star and
happen to win the race (come in
ahead of the other participants)
then you win a T-stot.

I M information
Hello!
I.et me take this opportunity to
welcome all of you whether Fresh
man, reptile, returning student.
Catholic or whatever to our fair
campus.
You have made an excellent
choice of schools to attend.
This campus has all of the
modern conveniences. It has
everything from toilets to elec
tricity, Drama majors to Business
majors and, yes, even intramurals.
What are intramurals you ask?
Well, it consists of a number of
varying activity, the purposes of
which are to relax or recreate.
There are activities for all.
Hearts, bridge, jacks, football,
Softball, trips to hockey games and
skiing among a great number of
other activities.
By the way, that's intramurals
not intermurals (PawPrint
headline, Tuesday, Oct. 19,1976).

Sandra Carter (not necessarily in
that order), plus he has assorted
(distorted?) student assistants.
Well after all of this you might be
wondering why half way through
the first quarter I am doing this.
Some dumbies still don't know
this campus has running water!!

Escape?

Those desiring a vacation before
finals can join other Cal State
people on Dec. 3, 4 and 5 at Camp
Fox, on Catalina Island. The cost is
a mere $27.00 per person and that
includes meals, lodging and boat
transportation. Car pool to Long
Beach for departure at 6 p.m. on
Friday, and return on Sunday)
afternoon.
Activities include swimmin^^
diving, volleyball, hiking, and fre«^
use of rowboats. Bring sleeping
Editor's note: Sorry about that!)
bag,
warm jacket and person|p
Many of these activities take
gear.
place in the P.E. Department. This
Registration
deadline ;-3
area is at the northeast corner of
Tuesday, Nov. 16 at the P.E.'^
campus.
The last bit of civilization before Department office with George
Weiny.
you hit sage and snake country.
One of the most popular parts of
the P.E. Department is the
gymnasium (called gym by close
friends and relatives).
There is a weight room, swim
ming pool, and many other "farout" facilities.
Also, for those of you who want to
find out about current activities
there is an intramural bulleting
board just across from Bob &
Betty's Equipment Room.
Room PE-124 contains the
fearless leader of the intramural
activities. His name is Joe "Sing
Song, Ding Dong," Long.
Go in and question him, if you
can stand the fact that he is a
relatively incoherent mental
midget. His graduate-assistants
are the lovely J.C. Wright and

VALENTl'S
LIQUOR

Flag FootbaH Standlrtgs
Black & Blue

Pantiwaist
TEAM

CouQars
M M Goods
Grabl>ers
EBAs
Tryers

W

L

T

TEAM

3
2
1
1

0
0
2
2

1
1
0
0

Geeks
Mickey Mouse
Raiders
Headhunters

SCORES:

0
0
0
0

CLOSEST LIQUOR
TO CAL STATE

Cougars 20. Grabbers 13
Geeks 27. Mickey Mouse 19
Raiders 30. Headhunters 25
Scoring Loadara:
Nam*

Team

Kommander Kom
Jerry Perry

Cougars
Raiders
Geeks
Cdugars
Tryers
Mickey Mouse
EBA's
Geeks
Grabbers
Headhunters

Ray Baiarano
Chuck Sanchez
Ron Miller
Diane Bloecker
Jerod Bates

T

3 0
2
1 2
0 3

0 3 0
EBA s 21, Tryers 13

Ivan Gkasco
Rusty Shoup
OerK)is Merrdonca

W- t

Points

36
33
31
25
24
24
20
19
19
19

Open 11 p.m.,
later on weekends
LARGE SELECTION
OF IMPORTED WINE
AND BEER

753 W. 40111

